Abstract. We have examined the relationship between the anisotropy of the triangular lattice and the electronic states of κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 X. We have found the spin-liquid behavior in a Mott insulator κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3 which has nearly regular triangular lattice. The 1 H-NMR study confirmed that this compound shows no magnetic ordering down to 32mK, indicating the significant role of the large spin frustration. The uniaxial compressive strain along the b-or c-axes induced superconductivity in close proximity to the spin-liquid phase. Further, its transition temperature T C was increased under the strains. The enhancement of T C has been interpreted by the effect of the reduction of spin frustration by the strains. The T C of κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 X and its response to the uniaxial strain have been discussed in terms of the anisotropy of the triangular lattice and electron correlation.
INTRODUCTION
The quasi-two dimensional organic conductors κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 X show a rich variety of electronic states. This system can be described by the anisotropic triangular lattice model with the effective transfer integrals t and t' based on the dimer approximation ( Fig. 1) . Since it has the half-filled band, and the effective on site Coulomb energy (U) is close to the bandwidth (W), this system is regarded as a strongly correlated system. The electronic states of the κ-type conductors are well scaled by the U/W as proposed by Kanoda [1] , indicating the significant role of electron correlation. We also note that their electronic states can be controlled by the application of the moderate hydrostatic pressure, or the substitution of anion, or the deutration of BEDT-TTF molecule. In this paper, we show that the anisotropy of the tiangular structure, represented by t'/t, is also an important parameter in this system. The t'/t ranges from 0.6 to 1.1 in κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 X [2, 3] . When the t'/t is close to 1, the electronic state is expected to be nontrivial beacause of the the large spin frustration. Here, we report the novel magnetic properties of X = Cu 2 (CN) 3 salt, which is a Mott insulator having the nearly regular triangular lattice (t'/t~1). We have found that it shows a spin liquid behavior at ambient pressure. By the application of the uniaxial compressive strain, we have tried to control its anisotropy (t'/t) as well as U/W. The relationship between the electronic properties and the crystal structure has been disscussed in terms of the roles of t'/t and U/W. 
EXPERIMENTAL
Magnetic susceptivility of polycrystalline sample of X = Cu 2 (CN) 3 was measured using a SQUID magnetometer from 1.9 to 298 K at 3.2 kG. The temperature dependence of 1 H-NMR spectra for a single crystal of X = Cu 2 (CN) 3 salt was measured from 36 K down to 32 mK at 2.2 T. The electrical transport measurements under the uniaxial strain were performed using the BeCu pressure cell. We used epoxy (stycast 1266) as a solid pressure medium. The external pressure was applied and cramped at the room temperature. Details of the uniaxial strain method have been reported in the previous paper [4] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Magnetic properties of N-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3
Fig . 2 (a) shows the temperature dependence of the static spin susceptibility of X = Cu 2 (CN) 3 salt [3] . The susceptibility shows a very broad peak around 70K, below which it starts to decrease with decreasing the temperature. However, this salt remains to be paramagnetic down to the lowest temperature, 1.9K. Moreover, no indication of magnetic transition was observed. Overall temperature dependence is well described by spin 1/2 triangular lattice Heisenberg model with the padé approximation [3] . The exchage ineraction energy J is estimated as 250K. 1 H-NMR spectra of κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3 . Solid line in (a) denotes the fitting result by the [7/7] padé approximation with J = 250 K. More detailes of the 1 H-NMR studies have been reported in the ref. 3 . These novel magnetic properties suggest that the long range magnetic ordering is suppressed by the large spin frustration due to the nearly regular triangular lattice in X = Cu 2 (CN) 3 salt.
Uniaxial strain effects on N-(BEDT-TTF) 2 X
Uniaxial strain effects on κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3
In order to deduce the role of the anisotropy (t'/t) of the triangular lattice, we have performed the uniaxial strain study. In X = Cu 2 (CN) 3 salt, the in-plane uniaxial strain along the each crystallographic axis (c or b-axis) suppressed the Mott insurating state monotonically, and the superconducting state was appeared above 1kbar of the external pressure [7] . Moreover, we have found the increase of the T C with further increasing the strain at the initial compression stage in both cases, as shown in Fig. 3 . These results are in sharp contrast with the results under the hydrostatic pressure, where T C monotonically decreases with pressure with the maximum T C of 3.9K [8] . Since the Mott insulating state is monotonically suppressed under the uniaxial strains, the bandwidth is increased, and therefore, the density of states at the Fermi energy tends to be decreased by the uniaxial strain. Thus, the enhancement of T C is hardly explained by the conventional BCS mechanism. The most distinct defference between the effect of uniaxial strain and that of hydrostatic pressure is the change in the anisotropy (t'/t) of the triangular structure. Application of the uniaxial strain along the c-axis is expected to decrease t'/t, while the uniaxial strain along the b-axis is expected to increase t'/t. Such change of t'/t is effective to reduce the spin frustration. On the other hand, the change of t'/t is expected to be small under hydrostatic pressure. We also note that at the ambient pressure this salt shows spin liquid behavior due to the large spin frustration as discussed above, and the superconducting phase is in close proximity to the spin liquid insulating phase. Therefore, it is natural to consider that the reduced spin frustration by the strain is the key to increase T C . These results suggest that the spin fluctuation plays an important role in the superconductivity in this system. 
Uniaxial strain effects on the other κ-type superconductors
We have also tried to control the anisotropy of the triangular structure of the other κ-type organic superconductors by the uniaxial strain method. In case of the X = Cu(NCS) 2 salt, whose t'/t is about 0.8, we have observed the increase of the T C under the in-plane c-axis strain, while the T C was monotonically decreased by the in-plane b-axis strain [9] . Almost the same results have been reported by Mizutani et al. [10] and Ito et al. [11] . These results indicate that T C tends to increase with decreasing the t'/t. This tendency is consistent with the spin fluctuation theory of superconductivity based on the single band Hubbard model.
Br salt has more anisotropic lattice (t'/t ~ 0.7) than the previous salts. In this case, the small in-plane c-axis uniaxial strain slightly increases T C , while the in-plane a-axis strain rapidly suppresses the T C [12] . We note that the c-and a-axes direction in X = Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br corresponds to the b-and c-axes direction in Fig. 1 , respectively. Therefore, T C tends to decrease with decreasing the t'/t in this case. However, Rapid decrease of T C under the a-axis strain is attributable to the decrease of U/t (~U/W).
In Fig.4 , the superconducting trasition temperatures of κ-type organic conductors are plotted as functions of U/W and t'/t. The arrows show the changes of T C by the uniaxial strains. For the region of t'/t >0.7, T C tends to increase with decreasing the t'/t. Such tendency is consistent with the spin fluctuation mechanism of superconductivity. In the region of t'/t <0.7, however, T C is decreased with further decreasing the t'/t. This decrease of T C is attributable to the decrease in U/W. It is obvious from the Fig. 4 that not only the U/W but also the t'/t is an important parameter to dominate the electronic states of κ-type organic conductors. Moreover, the uniaxial strain is a powerful method to artificially control the anisotropy.
In conclusion, we have found the novel magnetic properties in the Mott insulator κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3 having nearly regular triangular lattice. It showed no magnetic order at ambient pressure. We have also observed the inducement and enhancement of T C by the uniaxial strain. These results indicate that the large geometrical spin frustration suppresses the long rage magnetic ordering at ambient pressure, and the release of the frustration plays an important role in the increase of T C under the uniaxial strain. We have also performed the systematic uniaxial strain study of κ-type BEDT-TTF salts having the different lattice anisotropy. The in-plane uniaxial strain dependence of the T C was found to be quite anisotropic. The present study suggests that spin fluctuation plays an important role not only in the magnetic properties of insulating state but also in the SC state. 
